2018 INGRoup Pre-Conference Workshops
9am to 4pm, Thursday July 19, 2018
To be held at the Hyatt Regency, Bethesda, MD
Single Workshop Cost: $45 (members), $100 (non-members)
Full-Day (Morning + Afternoon Workshop) Cost: $75 (members), $200 (non-members)
Pre-conference workshop registration deadline is June 30

Getting Funded: Federal Grants
9:00am-12:00pm, Organizer: Roni Reiter-Palmon
This workshop will include representatives from four different federal agencies that fund teach research: ARI basic research unit, NASA, NIH cancer institute, and NSF SoO program. The program officers will provide information to participants about relevant grant opportunities, potential topics of interests, how to apply for funding, and mistakes to avoid, among other topics.

Work-Life Balance
1:00pm-4:00pm, Organizers: Hillary Anger Elfenbein and Matt Cronin
The life of an academic provides a great deal of latitude to engage with questions, projects, initiatives, and developmental opportunities that we find meaningful and bring personal and professional fulfillment. However, academia is also accompanied by an all too familiar array of stresses as well. In the midst of the pressure and uncertainty involved in junior faculty life, we sometimes lose our grounding and forget what brought us to this career in the first place, what we hoped to contribute, and where our passions reside. The purpose of this PDW is to encourage junior faculty to step back and take stock of what makes brings fulfillment in this job (and what does not), to learn about and draw from the experiences and career paths of an esteemed set of panelists, and to use this knowledge to take steps (and risks) toward a career that maximizes one’s personal and professional satisfaction.